Outstanding Graduate Assistant Awards
For AY 2020 - 2021

Shubham Akshat, Business and Management
Nohely Alvarez, Urban and Regional Planning and Development
Clara Bichon, Languages, Literatures, and Culture
   Kevin Bock, Computer Science
   Steven Bonn, Biological Sciences
   Rezia Era Braza, Biological Sciences
Daniela Bulansky, Languages, Literatures, and Culture
Daniel Callow, Neuroscience and Cognitive Science
   Huan Cao, Business and Management
   Ryan Chaffer, Reliability Engineering
   Jun Chu, Health Policy Management
Merijke Coenraad, Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership
   Yanzhang Cui, Art History
   Charles Daly, Mathematics
Sylvain Delalay, Business and Management
   Skye DeSaintFelix, Communication
   Weiping Diao, Mechanical Engineering
   Sai Etha, Mechanical Engineering
   Benjamin FArcy, Biological Sciences
   Shari Feldman, Music
   Carlos Floyd, Biophysics
   Ophir Gal, Computer Science
   Andrea Gilbert, Nutrition and Food Science
   Siyan Guo, Business and Management
Terra Hall, Counseling, Higher Education, and Special Education
   Hakeem Henry, Chemistry
Justin Hillman, Counseling, Higher Education, and Special Education
   Kevin Hogan, Computer Science
   Collin Inglut, Bioengineering
   Aolin Jia, Geographical Sciences
Tessa Johnson, Human Development and Quantitative Methodology
Tara Johnston, Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership
   Olivia Kachingwe, Behavioral and Community Health
   Mary Kleinman, Psychology
   Joseph Knisely, Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Julia Kuhlman, *Music*
Timothy Kumfer, *American Studies*
Thomas Le, *Psychology*
Victoria Ledford, *Communication*
Alexander Levine, *Computer Science*
Yao Li, *Geographical Sciences*
Jie Li, *Chemistry and Biochemistry*
Yixun Li, *Human Development and Quantitative Methodology*
Wei-Ping Li, *Journalism*
Yi Liu, *Economics*
Jingcheng Lu, *Applied Mathematics and Scientific Computation*
Daniel Lugar, *Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering*
Emily Luteran, *Biological Sciences*
Christos Mavridis, *Electrical and Computer Engineering*
Clara Montague, *Women, Gender and Sexuality Studies*
Malcolm Moore, *Information Studies*
Hanna Muller, *Linguistics*
Heidi Myers, *Biological Sciences*
Sharan Nayak, *Aerospace Engineering*
Kee Park, *Government and Politics*
Liam Peterson, *Biological Sciences*
Elle Pope, *Health Policy Management*
Alisha Pradhan, *Information Studies*
Samantha Primiano, *Anthropology*
Gesine PryorAzevedo, *Architecture*
Elena Ramirez, *Economics*
Shikha Redhal, *Aerospace Engineering*
Maria Rodriguez, *Civil and Environmental Engineering*
Yalda Saadat, *Civil and Environmental Engineering*
Sayantan Sahu, *Chemistry*
Emily Schulman, *Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering*
Chang Shen, *Agricultural Resource Economics*
Changmin Shi, *Materials Science and Engineering*
Akshay Singh, *Electrical and Computer Engineering*
Zachary Smith, *Physics*
Sultana Solaiman, *Plant Science and Landscape Architecture*
Erin Tinney, *Criminology and Criminal Justice*
Ali Tivay, *Mechanical Engineering*
Siddharth Tyagi, *Electrical and Computer Engineering*
Pablo VillarDelRio, *Biological Sciences*
Daochen Wang, *Applied Mathematics and Scientific Computation*
Shuo Yang, *Applied Mathematics and Scientific Computation*
Xindi Zhao, *Business and Management*